
Inclusive Coloring Book 

A fun coloring book that children with differences, special needs, and disabilities can relate to.                          
This inclusive coloring book can also be used as a fun, teachable tool for children without differences.                                       
(The captions are intentionally simplified and vague and only meant to assist as conversation starters.) 

 
This inclusive coloring book cannot possibly capture all unique circumstances and does not specify                             

any diagnosis but features hair loss, hospital settings, limb difference, facial difference,                                    
tracheostomy (breathing tube), gastrostomy (feeding tube), and the use of walkers, wheelchairs,                             

prosthetics, sensory headphones, glasses, hearing aids and sign language.  
 
 

Dedicated to our craniofacial family and to all the amazing, warrior children and their families, advocates, friends and support systems. 
And to PJ, my little wonder.  I love you more than everything! 

 
Text copyright © 2021 by Crystal Kouri Reynafarje 
Illustrations copyright © 2021 by Kevin Sloggett  

This is a work of fiction. All names, characters and incidents in this book is the product of the author ’s imagination and any resemblance is purely coincidental   

 

FREE Downloadable/Printable at pjsforpj.com 

Celebrating a world with differences 



Some people use tools to help them move better.  Elliot, Sophia and Jaden like to 
race through the clouds on rainbows.  Jaden wears sensory headphones              

sometimes, but he still loves to hear the birds chirp and sing.  



PJ may look different, but he likes to do all the same things you do….   
like pretend he’s an astronaut floating through space.                                            

It’s difficult to hear in space, so PJ uses sign language to communicate.            
He’s using his hand to say, “I love you”. 



Keegan and Nova love to have tea parties in a field of flowers and butterflies.  
Keegan has a device to help her breathe better,                                                             
and Nova uses a device to help her hear better. 



Courtney and Parker love to swim with the dolphins in the ocean.                         
Courtney was born with one arm that is different,                                                      

and Parker has a tube in his belly to help him eat his food.  



Emily has to stay in the hospital sometimes, but she is never lonely when      
“Hiccups the Clown”, “Jono the Therapy Dog”                                                        

and her friend, Lilly, come to visit. 


